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SUBJECT: Geology; metallurgy; William Campbell

DATES COVERED: ca. 1900 - 1920  NUMBER OF ITEMS: ca. 1,000
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DESCRIPTION:

William Campbell (1876-1936), a geologist and metallurgist from Great Britain, joined the Columbia School of Mines faculty in 1902. Most of his papers are of a personal nature including ca. 100 items of personal correspondence (incoming), his World War I naval records, his financial records and memorabilia. There are a few miscellaneous letters relating to his academic career, some miscellaneous notes and daily calendar memoranda. Included is a holograph (?) laboratory notebook of the British metallurgist, Saville Shaw, with typescript transcripts of contents along with notes by Campbell.

For contents of collection SEE OVER.
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2) Letters of introduction and recommendation.
3) World War I naval orders and papers.
4) Misc. notes.
5) Shaw, Saville. Holograph (?) notebook (with typescript transcripts of contents and some note of Campbell)
6) Financial records. Investments, 1919-1924
7) Daily calendar memoranda, 1911-1916.

BOX 2: 1) Personal correspondence (incoming), ca. 1900-1920. Shelved off-site.
2) Memorabilia.

BOX 3: Memorabilia. Columbia programs, notices, letters of appointment, reprints, photographs, chiefly of Columbia University scenes. Shelved off-site